Diocesan Adviser’s RE bulletin Spring 2020
Welcome to my first bulletin!
I have enjoyed meeting so many of you over the last term and advising and
supporting you with the RE teaching in your schools. Thank you for such a warm
welcome! Do get in touch with any questions or queries. I look forward to meeting
more of you in 2020. Have a great term!
Gemma Kingston, Diocesan Schools’ Adviser
To contact me:
gemma.kingston@cofesuffolk.org
St Nicholas Centre, 4, Cutler St, Ipswich IP1 1UQ / 01473 298570

The Diocese of St Edmundsbury & Ipswich provides an expert RE service to all
primary schools in Suffolk, working alongside other INSET providers, helping schools
work effectively and creatively on RE and CW.

The Emmanuel Project 2020
I am delighted to announce that a new edition of The Emmanuel
Project for 2020 will soon be ready for purchase.
This edition includes some significant amendments, additions and
improvements including:
•

NEW ‘Assessing RE in your school’ section in all units to replace levels

•

NEW end of unit and end of year assessment materials for all units including
quick quizzes based in blooms taxonomy and Solo Taxonomy hexagons
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•

NEW Evaluate sections in all units to reflect the assessment changes

•

NEW ‘Before you start’ pages in all units to reflect a wider use across the
country as well as maintain a link with the Suffolk syllabus

•

NEW ‘Explore’ sections in KS1 Christianity and all EYFS units which have been
split into the three sections used in all the other units with some new material
added and the rest reworked to fit the new structure

•

NEW content in EYFS and KS1 where units now have ‘letters’ from e.g. Tom
and Tessa to help teachers deliver the religious content in a more childfriendly way

•

NEW stories from other world religions included in EYFS units

•

NEW ‘Teacher Handbook’ outlining content and progression for each phase
and religion

•

NEW weblinks in every unit, with all previous links having been checked and
updated!

For example…. Here is the current EXPLORE section for the KS1
Pentecost unit
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And here is the new 2020 edition!
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Knowledge Organisers (KO)
I have been working on various projects to support the delivery of Emmanuel Project
2020. Included in this are knowledge organisers for each unit. A KO is a document
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(preferably a single page) that sets out the ‘powerful knowledge’ for a given topic
of study through key facts and information that children need to have a basic
knowledge and understanding. KOs can be used across the curriculum, although
they may look slightly different for different curriculum areas. I hope to have these
completed and ready for 2020/21 and available on the website. Let me know if you
are using something different!

Deep Dives in RE - If Ofsted came to your school and completed a
deep dive on RE, would you be ready? Training available in Summer Term!

The above
questions are for RE subject leaders to consider and are taken from our deep dive
RE document soon to be available. While not applicable to
VA schools, where SIAMS inspects the effectiveness of RE,
CEVC and community primaries could still have an RE deep dive
during an Ofsted inspection. How ready would you be?
For more information on the Ofsted Framework and its implications for RE
read https://www.natre.org.uk/news/latest-news/new-ofstedframework-and-its-implications-for-re/
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The Teacher
Handbook 2020
A teacher handbook for the
Emmanuel Project will also be
available alongside the new
revised scheme of work. The
handbook will explain the intent of
the RE curriculum, explain
outcomes for each phase, skills and
knowledge progression and explain
the placement of each unit over the
year. This will be a helpful tool for
any teacher who needs to
understand the scheme of work and
how it should be implemented.

Free self-study course
Teach:RE Primary – an introduction.
This is a new FREE self-study course for
beginner teachers, NQTs and HLTAs. It is designed to take 12 hours. I would be
interested to hear from anyone completing the course.
https://www.teachre.co.uk/teach-re-course/teachre-primary/

Spirited Arts 2020
We mention this each year but now is the time to get planning for the ‘Spirited Arts’
competition run by the National Association of RE Teachers (NATRE).
https://www.natre.org.uk/about-natre/projects/spirited-arts/spirited-arts-2020/
Get involved in the 2020 competition! In its 17th year, this competition has
attracted over 340,000 participants (averaging 20,000 per year!) since 2004, with
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2,000 entries being sent in to NATRE each year for judging. Hundreds of UK schools
get involved, with entries coming from as far a-field as Hong Kong and Australia,
Thailand and Bahrain.
The annual competition starts at the beginning of every school year and runs
through to 31 July, in order to enable teachers to incorporate the art competition
into their RE lessons. Many schools have an ‘Spirited Arts’ unit of work, or a
special learning RE/arts week.
Themes for 2020 – NATRE has some exciting new themes for you and your pupil's
this year. We have reproduced them here for you but do go on the website and
check out the whole competition. Look at some of the galleries of past winners and
discover other useful material for RE teachers on this classroom focussed website.
Picturing
Faith
(Photo
section!)

God’s
good
earth?

Inspiring!

This is an innovation for our Art in Heaven competition. Pupils are
invited to select up to 4 photographs from a visit to a place of
worship (or another trip connected to RE) – preferably those taken
by themselves, and give a brief commentary on the pictures to say
what was great and what they learned from their visits. Comments
about the emotions and the purpose of the place, not just ‘labels
and captions’ are best. We suggest they are sent in a PPT
presentation (or similar). If you have another way of responding to
the theme ‘Picturing Faith’ then that is fine, please do send it in!
Are we spoiling God’s good earth? Should we be thankful for it?
Can we save it in time from the threats of climate change? The
beauty of the earth is celebrated in many religions, but the human
spoiling of the earth is a danger and a coming crisis. In this theme,
learners are invited to explore ideas and beliefs about the natural
world, human responsibility for the earth and ways of praying
about climate justice. Great work will show some originality: the
globe in God’s hands won’t win!
What inspired you? A song? A quote? Another person’s life? A
place? Religion offers people inspiration to live. Sometimes an
inspirational life, a person’s example, a text or a piece of music
crystallizes our inspiration. In this theme, you are invited to identify
what inspired you from a religion – it doesn’t have to be your own
faith, as inspiration tends to spill over the edges of religions.
Explain through your art and text what connects your inspiration to
spiritual or religious life
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Holy
Words!

Where is
God?

What words are holy for you? Select a saying or story you really
love about peace, faith, unity, prayer or some other religious
theme. Incorporate your holy words into your design or art and
express the value and meaning of the words you have chosen in
the images and art that you make. This theme has a close
connection to the study of holy books and teaching from 2 or more
different scriptures can be used, so get reading from the Torah and
the Gospel, the Qur’an and the Gita, the Dhammapada or the Guru
Granth Sahib. And add some words from a non-religious source of
wisdom too if you like.
Atheists, agnostics and believers in God might all respond to this
by expressing their sense of the search for God or finding God.
Where’s God? In your heart, in prayer, in the temple or the
universe? Or is she hiding? Is he not there at all? Looking for God,
searching for him or her, matters: but how are we doing in finding
God? Would you search with google or a ‘god detector? Is God on
Instagram or WhatsApp? Can God be found by prayer or by looking
among the world’s suffering people? This popular ‘Art in Heaven’
theme produces great work where pupils use ideas from religions
clearly: The Jewish Psalms 42 and 43 are where it starts.

Visits and Visitors
Arranging visitors and visits, especially for those which are not Christian in nature, is
not always easy. We recommend that schools use the services of the East of
England Faiths Agency. http://www.eefa.net/

General resources
RE Online - https://www.reonline.org.uk/
The website has been updated to make it more userfriendly. There are new drop-down boxes for subject
knowledge and updated sections on assessing and
leading, which reference the Commission on RE and the new Ofsted framework,
including a downloadable document to support teachers developing a vision for RE.
Checklist for RE Subject Leads. RE: Online have produced a practical checklist as
a very helpful tool for RE Subject Leaders to ensure they are well equipped for
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leading RE. Have a look and download the PDF at:
https://www.reonline.org.uk/leading-re/a-practical-checklist/
#BalancedRE - https://balancedre.org.uk/
A new website is
being created to
support the development of the Balanced RE approach, using Theology, Philosophy
and Human Science as a scaffold. While the site is not yet complete, there are useful
definitions of the three areas of study and a film that could be used in staff
meetings.
Barnabas in Schools have
also revamped the style and
content of their fortnightly
email newsletters with information on new teaching resources and tips, and now
have a regularly updated Facebook page. To subscribe to either, please visit:
https://www.barnabasinschools.org.uk/keep-touch-barnabas-schools
The Interfaith Network for the UK
The Inter Faith Network for the UK has published
a resource for primary schools to help pupils
learn about inter faith activity. The resource has a
teacher introduction and four units to help pupils
explore the diversity of inter faith activity.
Aimed at upper Key Stage 2 (ages 9 – 11 year
old), it hyperlinks to a range of organisations and
ongoing projects. Units cover the topics of
diversity, why interfaith activity is important,
dialogue, social action, and sport.
The resource benefited from input of RE Council contacts and material from IFN
member bodies more widely as well as piloting with some primary schools.
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Because of the different educational frameworks, the resource is England focused.
IFN is in conversation with national inter bodies of the other nations about the
possibility of tailored versions. The resource can be found at:
https://www.interfaith.org.uk/resources/learning-about-inter-faith-activity-aprimaryresource

Inset for Spring Term 2020
Bookings for courses can be made on-line, where you will find additional details/ flyers.
Day courses - £100 for subscribing schools /£200 for others. Half days are half those
prices and twilights are less. 50% discount on additional course delegates.
https://cpd.schoolschoice.org/courses/bookings/default.asp
Further enquiries to our Education Administrator: Jacqui.studd@cofesuffolk.org

Staff meetings for groups of schools can also be booked for those beginning to use
the Emmanuel Project for the first time, or who want to look at a specific area or phase
of RE. Contact gemma.kingston@cofesuffolk.org for details.
26
February

Basics of RE

Heads and governors,
new subject leaders

Trinity CEVA Primary
School, Stowmarket

Basics of Collective
Worship

Heads, Senior leaders,
governors

Trinity CEVA Primary
School, Stowmarket

Basics of RE

Heads and governors,
new subject leaders

Trinity CEVA Primary
School, Stowmarket

Basics of Collective
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Heads, Senior leaders,
governors

Trinity CEVA Primary
School, Stowmarket

Deep Dives and RE

RE subject leaders

Trinity CEVA Primary
School, Stowmarket

Deep Dives and RE

RE subject leaders

Trinity CEVA Primary
School, Stowmarket

9.30–12.00
26
February
1.30-4.30
29
April
9.30 -12.00
29
April
1.30-4.30
19th May
9.30 –
12.30
25th June
9.30-12.30
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